





















































































































































































































































































Ursula Weiss, lic. phil.１）
Standing before the gate to the world of Marie Suzuki when visiting her exhibition at the 
NOMA museum in Omi-Hachiman, I hesitated.
I had hesitated before, confronted with the phenomenon of Art Brut in general which Marie 
Suzuki’s works are said to belong to and which I felt to be a sphere of its own, separated by a 
high wall from officially recognized art. Is Art Brut art? By realizing that this question cannot 
be answered either by yes or no I had surmounted this wall. We have to look carefully, again 
and again, with an open mind at the works of each Art Brut producer in order to be able to 
distinguish between those belonging to the realm of art and those which are mere expressions 
of the personal souls of their authors through the medium of painting or sculpture, helpful 
for dealing with their personal problems, however, without that lasting impact on sensitive 
observers which comes from those works belonging to the world of objective soul, culture soul, we 
all are in. True works of art deal with the problems of mankind.
And now again, I hesitate to open the door and enter Marie Suzuki’s world without a 
concept, a framework, a guide map leading me through it, advising me how to find my way. 
I am afraid of getting lost in a labyrinth. To feel on track, it seems necessary for me to know 
whether Marie Suzuki did experience in her real life what she is painting; or has she “only” 
created a world of mere phantasy around her? I finally understood that this question is not only 
meaningless, but even worse: It is in itself the very barred gate to the world beyond.
I managed to leave the question unanswered behind. Now, I can enter, but I am at once 
stopped by another fence: my own concentration on the topics, motifs of the pictures. Why do I 
behave in such a way, very much unlike my usual behavior when visiting an unknown world of 
phantasy images, be it realized in paintings or gardens e.g.?  I am usually first attracted by the 
composition as a whole:  the drawing, the colors, and only in a second approach I use to go into 
details such as motifs, titles of paintings, botanical names of trees and plants in the garden, 
or enjoying the fish in a pond. What did prevent me from proceeding here in the same way? It 
must be my professional persona becoming too powerful when confronted with so called clinical 
material. Marie Suzuki’s paintings are categorized as works of Art Brut, mostly understood as 
works of mentally or psychologically handicapped people, and even called Outsider art. By giving 
this label to a world like the one of Marie Suzuki, it is no wonder that we are stopped outside 
the gate, staring blankly, and many of us not even wanting to look closely at it. We have shut 
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ourselves out by our own classification system. We are the outsiders to this world.
This view had to dissolve so that the last door finally could open itself, or better: Walls and 
doors all had disappeared, and what lay before me was a beautiful garden full of artistically 
arranged flowerbeds with flowers of all colors growing within.
For the moment, I, on purpose, will not put the flowerbeds and flowers in inverted commas, 
as I will have to do later. Without allowing intellectual interpretation to distract me, I want to 
further expose myself to the overflowing, overwhelming richness of this world. Delicate patterns 
spread all over the place: dots, circles, curved lines, nets, webs, like lace, like embroideries, 
ribbons, spirals, tiny squares, forms like lips, like worms, shapes like pine cones, like bulbs … 
in colors ranging from palest salmon pink to blazing and brownish reds and deep purple, from 
bluish white to strong cobalt, from pale bluish greens to dark mossy ones, some orange, yellow 
and pink inserted, and all shades of gray.
Immersed in this universe of shapes and colors, one could get drunk from the intensity of 
these pictures, however, when watching more with the assistance of the intellect, beginning to 
decipher the intricate structures, many observers will be shocked by the contents of the pictures, 
a contents still nowadays scarcely laid open so plainly: We find ourselves in the garden of 
sexuality pure and undisguised, the “flowers” (now in inverted commas) being sexual objects or 
entities dealing with them.
There is on one side the female body, presented as a mass of flesh, on the other side male 
lust and professional occupation with the female sexual object. In Marie Suzuki’s paintings, 
the female body is experienced as an overflowing substance, twisted, closed in patterns of black 
lines which cover it all and isolate it from its surroundings. However, there are some openings 
to the inside, most prominent are vagina, orifice of urethra, anus, mouth and eyes. Mostly one 
of the two eyes has the form of the vagina, the other one is empty, a white circle, blind. One does 
not want to see clearly, and still less does one want to hear, to listen: ears are quite neglected. 
Hair, this ambiguous veil of both attraction and protection, is completely missing, thereby 
emphasizing the body’s nakedness, its being exposed as a mere object. Without a governing will 
of its own, this body has lost its organization. Anus and genital are in place of neck and head or 
appear wherever they want, mouths, lips have become labia, vaginae turned into eyes, breasts 
are hanging like grapes out of the genital, multiplied they get independent and grow everywhere 
like submarine plants, legs are swinging and bending like worms out of the genital or dancing 
freely in the space. The female body has lost its sacredness as a whole, on the contrary, it has 
become an assembly of dissected members, the field for experiments of the male brain.
The male is without body, existing only as gray heads with staring eyes, encircling the 
female body from all sides, hands in shining plastic gloves, scissors and tongs everywhere. These 
representatives of male intellect and action are doing their job with lust, tearing all sorts of 
ingredients out of the female body, cutting them into pieces, throwing them into garbage cans, 
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and at the same time licking the secretions from the vaginae.
Let us go still one step further, looking in detail at some paintings. The picture entitled 
“Propagation” (2007) seems to show the birth of a child. It is divided into four parts through its 
two diagonals, formed by a pair of big, open scissors, the upper triangle filled with the until the 
navel pressed or torn out baby who looks like a fully developed woman with big breasts, the two 
triangles on both sides comprise the legs of the mother, the only parts of her being shown, the 
lower triangle is full of small tongs like scissors, with a big tong in their middle, their “mouths” 
all open. To the left and right of the crossing point of the big pair of scissors or the navel of the 
baby are written the two Chinese characters for “dislike” and “bad, wicked, harmful”. The whole 
picture is done by tiny, tender, pale rose and black dots. There is a sharp contrast between its 
upper and lower section. Whereas the female baby’s body has all round and soft forms, the 
scissors and tongs are square-cut, pointed, the big tong similar to a ravenous crocodile with 
its open mouth full of sharp teeth. As the scissors are all directed to where the mother’s womb 
would be, it looks like an invasion of shark-like technical objects into what once was nature, 
the female body. Although one cannot see the mother’s face, one gets the impression that she is 
looking directly towards her baby, eyes in eyes, and even more, taking the baby’s developed state 
into account, it seems to be the body and face of her mother mirrored, or still more: identical 
upside down. The baby is the tortured mother herself, a clone, propagated, as the title says: 
“Propagation”, a term used in the context of breeding animals, birds, insects rather than giving 
birth to man.
The next picture (2008) belongs to the rare ones without scissors, staring faces and sexual 
organs all over the place. It shows the naked woman-baby, wearing only slippers, from behind, 
sitting on an object like a traditional Japanese toilet, flying high over a small town or village 
towards wooded mountains in the background and a small piece of blue sky otherwise covered 
with gray clouds. Painting style and colors are the same as in “Propagation”, with a little blue 
added (sky and slippers).  My first impression was that of a modern witch on a flying saucer 
instead of a broomstick. However the title of the picture does not suggest a joyous ride to the 
bedevilment. It is called “Aggressive Outdoor Play” and preceded by the at first sight inscrutable 
“un-gero” in Latin alphabet, hinting at some hidden, but important meaning. I am told that “gero” 
in the slang of younger people refers to what is vomited, and “un” might be part of “unko”: faeces. 
Shitting and puking is usually done very discretely in utter privacy, not exposed to public view. 
Here it is performed openly and from above where one expects only pure rainwater to come from. 
However, today even the remotest sato yama is threatened by polluted rainfalls. There is no 
innocence left.
The situation has become muddy: “Daku Daku Daku”, as says the title of another picture 
(2010). It says so both in Chinese characters and in Hiragana, leaving space for interpretation. 
Besides the above mentioned meaning, daku is said to be used for “holding” – a mother holding 
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her child, or a couple holding one another – and in slang of men for having sex with women.  The 
picture seems to show the fatal result of the latter.  Its right half takes up a big gray garbage can 
as it is used in an operating room, filled with arms, legs, heads, breasts … the latter overflowing 
the empty space round the can. Two pairs of oversized scissors are threatening from the left 
side. When watching closer, the can becomes part of the bowel, pressed out of the anus, and 
the intestines in turn are a human skull, the face of a man with a nose, the empty, blind eye to 
the right – he does not know what he is doing, he is blind for what is happening – and to the 
left there is the labia-eye – all he has in mind is sex. What is going on in the operation room 
and in the heads of the gray men, looking voluptuously from above left into the scene, is shit: 
fragmentation of the female body which has become the mere object of male striving.
The female body is forced to birthing – “Compel” (2011) – and is even given marks for its 
performance: two circles, one lying inside the other, meaning: very good. Manifold curved lines, 
the spaces between in dark red and violet, frame the picture: It is the genital wide open. From 
inside, legs, faces, breasts, arms, hands, mouths, buttocks are protruding. Proliferation. The 
female body is exploited. Marie Suzuki’s pictures are obsessions and visions at the same time, 
obsessions, when we focus on her personal suffering, visions, when we do not shut ourselves out 
from her world.
In Marie Suzuki’s world, soul - not her personal soul, but culture soul – shows itself in 
this one guise: the female body as matter being looked at, worked on, treated scientifically, 
or exploited as an object of lust by its own other, the male, heads and hands. When exposing 
ourselves fully to these images, we all of a sudden will realize that Marie Suzuki’s world is 
our world. Marie Suzuki is painting the image of today’s world in which the female, Mother 
Earth, has long become the object of science  and technic, is a dead piece of matter, a field for 
experiments of the investigative mind, and exploited for economic reasons and pleasure.
It is not this paper’s intent to deplore this situation, however, it is our task to acknowledge 
the facts, live up to them psychologically, too. This means: We are not to close our eyes and ears 
to Marie Suzuki’s world, barring it away as the realm of an outsider. On the contrary, we have to 
overcome this seemingly split or these ostensible walls between ours and her world, caused by 
our sentimentality, not-willingness to look at the present state of culture soul which therefore 
has to use extreme means such as the paintings of Marie Suzuki to show itself to our blind eye 
and deaf ears.
note
１）Visiting Scholar of Kyoto Bunkyo University in 2011; Jungian Analyst.
